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Many Canadians believe the political process is "unrepresentative," in the sense that it fails to reflect the diversity of the population. This was illustrated most vividly during the constitutional negotiations leading up to the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords, in which the fundamental terms of Canadian political life were negotiated by 11 middle-class, able-bodied white men. A more representative process, it was said, would have included women, members of ethnic and racial minorities and people who are poor or disabled.

The constitutional negotiations were perhaps an extreme case, but the underrepresentation of women, visible minorities and other groups is a much more general phenomenon. Women constitute more than 50 percent of the population, but just 13 percent of federal MPs — that is, women have only one-quarter of the seats they would have based on their demographic weight (what the Royal Commission on Electoral Reform called "proportional electoral representation"). Visible minorities constitute six percent of the population, but only two percent of federal MPs, or one-third of their proportional electoral representation. Aboriginal people constitute 3.5 percent of the population, but only one percent of federal MPs, or less than one-third of their proportional electoral representation. People with disabilities and the economically disadvantaged are also significantly underrepresented.1

One way to reform the process is to make political parties more inclusive, by reducing the barriers that inhibit women, ethnic minorities or the poor...
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One way to reform the process is to make political parties more inclusive, by reducing the barriers that inhibit women, ethnic minorities or the poor...
from becoming party candidates or party leaders. This route was the focus of the recent Royal Commission on Electoral Reform, which studied options such as: caps on nomination campaign expenses; public funding of nomination campaign expenses, either directly or through tax deductions for campaign contributions; the establishing of formal search committees within each party to help identify and nominate potential candidates from disadvantaged groups; financial incentives to parties that nominate or elect members of disadvantaged groups; and so on.

Another way to reform the process is to adopt some form of proportional representation, which has led in other countries to the nomination of greater numbers of women and minority candidates. As Lisa Young notes, in our current system of single-member, first-past-the-post elections, the local riding association for each party can nominate one candidate only. Nomination campaigns, therefore, are zero-sum — selecting a woman (or a member of a visible minority) means rejecting a man (or a white). Proportional representation, by contrast, allows for and encourages "ticket-balancing" — that is, making sure that the party list includes men and women, whites and members of visible minorities. Moreover, proportional representation makes underrepresentation in the nomination process more visible and hence renders the process more accountable. Under the current system, if nine of 10 local constituencies choose a white male, this seems like the unintended result of existing principles and mechanisms of representation, and is consistent with the broader features of Canadian political culture, which aims to balance individual and collective rights.

Reforming the nomination process and/or adopting proportional representation could increase the likelihood that the members of disadvantaged groups get elected, but would not guarantee such an outcome. However, there is increasing interest in the more radical idea that a certain number of seats in the House of Commons, Senate or provincial legislatures should be reserved for the members of disadvantaged or marginalized groups. During the debate over the Charlottetown Accord, a number of recommendations for guaranteed representation were made. For example, the National Action Committee on the Status of Women (NAC) recommended that 50 percent of Senate seats should be reserved for women, and that proportional representation of ethnic minorities also be guaranteed; the Association canadienne-française de l'Alberta recommended that at least one of the six senators proposed to be elected from each province should represent the official language minority of that province; and various government commissions have advocated Aboriginal-only seats in either the House of Commons or the Senate.

This sort of demand is not unique to Canada. Proposals to guarantee seats for women, blacks and other groups have been made in the United States and in Britain, and indeed such forms of representation already exist in some other countries.

In this chapter, I will explore the idea of such "group representation." My aim is not to defend or criticize any particular proposal but rather to clarify the underlying rationale for group representation, to identify the issues it raises and to consider how it relates to various features of the existing system of representative democracy in Canada.

What's New about Group Representation?

Some believe that group representation is a radical departure from our existing conception of representative democracy, one that threatens to undermine cherished liberal democratic norms of individual rights and responsible citizenship. Others believe that group representation is the logical extension of existing principles and mechanisms of representation, and is consistent with the broader features of Canadian political culture, which aims to balance individual and collective rights.

There is a certain amount of truth in both views. On the one hand, group representation is a radical departure from our existing system of single-member, geographically defined constituencies. And it does pose a profound challenge to our traditional notion of representation; if adopted, group representation could have dramatic implications for Canadian politics. I will discuss some of these in the next section.

But it is also true that group representation has continuities with certain longstanding features of political life in Canada. The Canadian political system has never focussed entirely on the rights of individuals. It has also recognized the extent to which the interests and identities of individuals are tied to membership in certain groups and hence the necessity of accommodating group differences. Canada has a tradition of accommodating both individual and community rights — reflected in the provisions of the Charter regarding multiculturalism, Aboriginal rights and minority language rights. Like group representation, each of these policies involves giving explicit political recognition to particular groups in Canadian society, although not in the context of the electoral process.
Even within the electoral system, there are various measures that have clear affinities with the idea of group representation. For example, group representation can be seen as an extension of the long-standing practice of drawing the boundaries of local constituencies to correspond with “communities of interest.” While constituencies in Canada are supposed to be of roughly equal size, they are not intended to be random collections of equal numbers of citizens. Rather, constituency boundaries are drawn to the degree possible such that people within the constituency share certain interests — economic, ethnic, religious, environmental, historical or other — which are represented in Parliament. The practice of promoting the representation of communities of interest is widely accepted, and indeed is required by law under the Electoral Boundaries Readjustment Act (1964) and the Representation Act (1985). The practice was recently affirmed by the Royal Commission on Electoral Reform:

When a community of interest is dispersed across two or more constituencies, its voters' capacity to promote their collective interest is diminished accordingly. Their incentive to participate is likewise reduced because the outcome has a lesser relevance to their community of interest. When this occurs, especially if it could have been avoided, the legitimacy of the electoral system is undermined.

In this passage, the Commission has in mind territorially concentrated communities of interest, and of course boundary-drawing techniques only work for such groups. But the Commission's argument in this passage would seem to apply equally to non-territorial communities of interest. If special measures are needed to ensure the representation of communities that are dispersed across two constituencies, why not take action to ensure the representation of communities of interest that are dispersed across the entire country, such as women, the disabled, visible minorities or the poor? Why isn't this also justified by the Commission's goals of representation, efficacy and legitimacy?

The commitment to representing communities of interest shows that politics in Canada has never been based on a purely individualistic conception of the franchise or of representation. On the individualistic view, all that matters is that individuals have an equal vote within equal constituencies. This is all that is required to meet the principle that each individual has an equal right to vote, and how these boundaries are drawn should be a matter of indifference so long as constituencies are of equal size. But this ignores the reality that Canadians vote as members of communities of interest and wish to be represented on this basis. As the Royal Commission put it,

neither the franchise nor representation is merely an individualistic phenomenon; both also take expression through collective or community functions. The individualistic perspective is based upon a partial and incomplete understanding of the electoral process and representation. In advancing the ideal of equally weighted votes, it does promote a critical constitutional right. But in ignoring the community dimension, this perspective is unrealistic at best; at worst it ignores the legitimate claims of minority groups."

Indeed, even the United States, often viewed as the epitome of an individualistic polity, accepts the need to deviate from a strictly individualized franchise in order to represent communities of interest. And, in both the US and Canada, the underlying logic of these practices can be extended to defend the principle of (non-territorial) group representation.

Similarly, demands for group representation by disadvantaged groups can be seen as an extension of long-standing demands for increased Senate representation of disadvantaged regions. Many people in Atlantic Canada and the West have sought to transform the Senate into a forum for increased regional representation at the federal level. They have demanded an American style “Triple-E Senate,” in which each province would elect an equal number of Senators regardless of population size. This is intended to ensure effective representation for smaller provinces that might be neglected in the House of Commons, where the majority of Members of Parliament come from the two most populated provinces of Central Canada.

Some Canadians have begun to believe that if disadvantaged or marginalized regions need special representation, then surely so do disadvantaged or marginalized groups such as women or the poor. Historical evidence suggests that these groups, even more than smaller provinces, are likely to be underrepresented in Parliament and ignored in political decision making. While groups such as the NAC did not oppose the idea of increased Senate representation for smaller provinces, they argued that similar measures are needed to ensure increased Senate representation for disadvantaged and marginalized groups, particularly women and visible minorities.

Some long-time proponents of increased regional representation resented this attempt to broaden the Senate reform debate to include group representation. Indeed, the NAC and other proponents of group representation were
accused of “hijacking” the Calgary constitutional conference on Senate reform in January 1992 and displacing the intended topic of debate — namely, how to improve regional representation. But it is questionable whether the two topics can be treated separately, or whether the proponents of regional representation are not compelled, by the logic of their arguments, to accept group representation.

The argument for increased regional representation assumes that significant economic and cultural diversity among Canada’s regions gives rise to different and sometimes conflicting interests; that the interests of smaller or poorer regions might not be effectively represented under a pure system of majority rule; and that majority rule is only legitimate “in a set of governmental structures that ensure adequate sensitivity to the concerns of minorities.” But each of these claims can also be made for non-territorial groups: the diverse conditions and experiences of men and women, whites and blacks, able-bodied and the disabled, rich and poor engender different and sometimes conflicting interests; the interests of smaller or poorer groups might not be represented under a system of majority rule. So why not develop a set of representational structures that will ensure adequate sensitivity to the interests of these minorities?

There are, then, important aspects of political life in Canada that lend some support to the idea of group representation. This suggests that the demands for group representation that surfaced during the most recent round of constitutional reform should not be dismissed as momentary aberrations. In the end, of course, proposals to guarantee Senate representation for women or other social groups were not included in the Charlottetown Accord, and focus was placed instead on increased regional representation. The one exception was a proposal for guaranteed Aboriginal seats. However, the Accord allowed each province to decide how its Senators would be elected, and three of the 10 provincial premiers immediately said that they would pass provincial legislation requiring that 50 percent of the Senate seats from their province be reserved for women (Ontario, Nova Scotia and British Columbia). While the Accord was defeated, it seems likely that any future proposal for Senate reform will have to address the issue of group representation as well as regional representation.

Why Group Representation?

The belief that the existing political system is “unrepresentative” is commonly held, but the notion of representation underlying it is rarely explored in depth. After all, while the 11 white men who negotiated the recent constitutional packages were not demographically representative of the population at large, they were the elected representatives of that population, and often received widespread electoral support from minority and disadvantaged groups. The claim that minority groups were not represented in the negotiations, therefore, seems to presuppose that people can only be fully “represented” by someone who shares their gender, class, ethnicity, language and so on. Indeed, this claim is explicitly made by Beverley Baines, who objects to the assumption that “men can and/or should represent the interests of women.”

This is sometimes called the idea of “mirror representation” — i.e., the legislature is said to be representative of the general public if it mirrors the ethnic, gender or class characteristics of that public. Or, put another way, a group of citizens is represented in a legislature if at least one of the members of the assembly is the same sort of person as the citizens. This contrasts with the more familiar idea in democratic theory that defines representation in terms of the procedure by which office-holders are elected, rather than their personal attributes. On this traditional view, a group of citizens is represented in the legislature if they participated in the election of one or more members of the assembly, even if the elected members are very different from the voters in their personal characteristics.

Why are the personal characteristics of representatives so important? There is surprisingly little written about the competing conceptions of representation that underlie recent proposals for electoral reform and regional or group representation. However, there are a number of reasons why personal characteristics might be important.

Some commentators argue that people must share certain experiences or characteristics in order to truly understand each other’s needs and interests. On this view, a man simply cannot know what is in the interests of a woman: “no amount of thought or sympathy, no matter how careful or honest, can jump the barriers of experience.”

Another argument says that even if men can understand the interests of women, they cannot be trusted to promote these interests. For example, Christine Boyle argues that because the experiences of men differ from those of women in terms of income, discrimination, legal rights and child-care, “it seems reasonable to conclude that it is impossible for men to represent women.” The reason is not necessarily that men don’t understand women’s interests, but rather that “at some point members of one group feel that someone belonging to another group has such a conflict of interest that representation is impossible, or at least unlikely.”
There is undoubtedly some truth to both these arguments — there are limits to the extent to which we can put ourselves in other people's shoes, even if we sincerely try to do so, as well as limits to the extent to which most people sincerely try to do so. Nonetheless, taken as a general and complete theory of representation, the idea of mirror representation suffers from a number of infirmities. (I will consider later the more plausible idea that a degree of mirror representation may be justified in certain specific contexts, rather than as a general theory of representation.)

First, the idea that the legislature should mirror the general population, taken to its logical conclusion, leads away from electoral politics entirely and toward selection of representatives by lottery or random sampling. As Hanna Pitkin notes, "selection by lot, or a controlled random sample, would be best calculated to produce the microcosm of the whole body of the people."\textsuperscript{22} And indeed some theorists have proposed this,\textsuperscript{21} although most people, including most proponents of group representation, would see this as abandoning the democratic principle that representatives should be authorized by, and accountable to, the public. As I discuss further below, it remains unclear how defenders of group representation would resolve the conflict between mirror representation and democratic accountability.

Second, the claim that men cannot understand the needs and interests of women, or that whites cannot understand the needs of blacks, can quickly become an excuse for white men not to try to understand or represent the needs of others. And indeed this is precisely what critics say has happened in New Zealand, where the Maori have been guaranteed certain seats in Parliament. The non-Maori have interpreted this as absolving them of any responsibility of taking an interest in Maori affairs.\textsuperscript{24}

Third, the claim that men cannot understand the interests of women cuts both ways — i.e., it implies that women cannot understand and therefore represent men. Of course, many men may believe this, as exemplified by the common complaint that "my wife just doesn't understand me."\textsuperscript{24} But the unattractive implication is that men were right historically to resist representation by women, and, more generally, that people can only speak for their own group. Some proponents of group representation are willing to accept this result. According to Baines, "if the truth be known, women [are not] particularly interested in representing men."\textsuperscript{16} Yet most proponents of group representation do not favour "the kind of politics in which people were elected only to speak for their own group identity or interests."\textsuperscript{27}

These objections do not prove, in themselves, that the members of one group can understand and therefore represent the interests of the members of other groups who have significantly different experiences or characteristics. But the argument that the members of one group cannot understand the interests of other groups, if accepted, is difficult to contain. For it surely applies within groups as well as between them. Each group has sub-groups, with their own distinctive experiences and characteristics. If men cannot represent women, can white women represent women of colour? And within the category of women of colour, can Asian women represent African-Caribbean women?\textsuperscript{28} Can middle-class heterosexual able-bodied Asian women represent poor, disabled or lesbian Asian women? Taken to its conclusion, the principle of mirror representation seems to undermine the very possibility of representation itself. If "no amount of thought or sympathy, no matter how careful or honest, can jump the barriers of experience,"\textsuperscript{29} then how can anyone represent anyone else?

These difficulties suggest that the idea of mirror representation should be avoided as a general theory of representation. There undoubtedly are limits to the extent to which people are able and willing to "jump the barriers of experience." But the solution is not to accept those limitations. Rather, we should fight against them, in order to create a political culture in which people are more able and more willing to put themselves in other people's shoes, and truly understand (and therefore become able to represent) the needs and interests of others. This is no easy task: it may require changes to our education system and to the media portrayal of various groups; it may require, as well, a reform of the political process, to make it more a system of "deliberative democracy." Even then, there would be no guarantee that the members of one group would understand the needs of another.\textsuperscript{10} But to renounce the possibility of cross-group representation is to renounce the possibility of a society in which citizens are committed to addressing each other's needs and sharing each other's fate.

In fact, very few proponents of group representation would endorse the idea of mirror representation as a general theory of representation. Instead, group representation is defended on more contextual grounds, as an appropriate mechanism for representing certain groups under certain conditions. In the Canadian debate, these contextual arguments for group representation fall into two major camps: systemic discrimination and self-government.

Group representation rights are often defended as a response to some systemic disadvantage or barrier in the political process that makes it impossible for the group's views and interests to be effectively represented. For example, Iris Young, writing about the US, argues that special representation rights should be extended to "oppressed groups" because:
In a society where some groups are privileged while others are oppressed, insisting that as citizens persons should leave behind their particular affiliations and experiences to adopt a general point of view serves only to reinforce the privilege; for the perspective and interests of the privileged will tend to dominate this unified public, marginalizing or silencing those of other groups.13

According to Young, oppressed groups are at a disadvantage in the political process, and "the solution lies at least in part in providing institutionalized means for the explicit recognition and representation of oppressed groups." These measures would include public funds for advocacy groups, guaranteed representation in political bodies and veto rights over specific policies that affect a group directly.

The point here is not that the legislature should mirror society, but rather that the historical domination of some groups by other groups has left a trail of barriers and prejudices that makes it difficult for historically disadvantaged groups to participate effectively in the political process. A version of this argument for the group representation of women in Canada was made by Boyle in 1983. She argued that the 65 years of experience since women obtained the vote have shown that "the inclusion of women into a system that was developed by men for use by men" does not provide adequate representation of women's interests.14 Because the system was "developed by men for use by men," women are at a disadvantage in being able to participate (e.g., due to their family responsibilities), and in getting their perspectives taken seriously (e.g., due to sexist prejudice and stereotypes). Guaranteed seats for women would lead to real "power sharing" between men and women. This, in turn, would lead to various systemic reforms so that, one day, we would be able to say that the system was developed by both men and women for use by both men and women.

Insofar as these representation rights are considered a response to oppression or systemic disadvantage, they are most plausibly seen as a temporary measure on the way to a society where the need for special representation no longer exists—a form of political "affirmative action." Society should seek to remove the oppression and disadvantage, thereby eliminating the need for these special rights.

This is one reason why many Canadians who favoured group representation were nonetheless reluctant to entrench constitutionally any requirement for the guaranteed representation of social groups, since this would make it difficult to remove the guarantee once the oppression was eliminated.

Of course, as with any other affirmative action program, there are important questions about whether the program would actually work, whether there are viable alternatives that are less controversial, and whether it is possible to target those people who are truly disadvantaged, without being unfairly under-inclusive or over-inclusive. These issues are familiar from the debates over affirmative action in the economy and academy, and the Supreme Court has already begun to address them in the context of interpreting section 15(2) of the Charter Of Rights and Freedoms. According to the Court's interpretation of section 15(2), equality guarantees must be seen as providing special protection to disadvantaged groups. The experience of affirmative action programs in other spheres suggests that there are very few general answers to these sorts of questions—everything depends on the specifics of the actual program being proposed.15

However, the issue of special representation rights for groups is complicated in Canada, because special representation is sometimes defended not on grounds of overcoming systemic discrimination but as a corollary of the right to self-government. By "self-government rights," I mean the demands by Aboriginal peoples and the Québécois to govern themselves in certain key matters, allowing them to ensure the full and free development of their cultures and the best interests of their people. This requires the devolution of powers from the central government to local bands or the province of Quebec, respectively.

My use of the term "self-government," while familiar in the Aboriginal context, may seem unusual in the Québécois context, where demands have usually been phrased in terms of "distinct society," "special status," "asymmetric federalism" or "sovereignty-association." But the demands of the two groups share an important feature—namely, they rest at least in part on the sense that the Québécois and Aboriginal peoples are distinct "nations" or "peoples" whose existence pre-dates that of the Canadian state.16 Both groups see themselves as constituting nations in the sociological sense of being historical communities, more or less institutionally complete, with their own language and culture, and occupying a given homeland or territory. (Of course, they do not always exclusively occupy this territory—the Québécois share Quebec with anglophones; the Inuit share Nunavut with non-Aboriginal people.) According to international law, such nations or peoples have the right to self-determination, which may take the form of an independent state, but may also take the form of voluntary federation with a larger state if the group so chooses. When choosing to enter into such a federation, the community relinquishes some of its powers to the larger state,
but reserves others to itself, including the powers necessary to ensure the development of its culture. I am using the term “self-government rights” to designate this package of beliefs and desires — i.e., the sense of being a nation, on its historical territory, which has exercised its self-determination by entering a larger state through some form of federation or treaty, and which sees certain rights and powers as flowing both from its status as a founding people and from the terms of federation. Aboriginal peoples and the Québecois are not simply demanding a general decentralization of power to promote administrative efficiency or local democracy. Rather, they are demanding recognition as distinct peoples, and as founding partners in the Canadian state, with the right to govern themselves and their land in certain areas of jurisdiction. This package of beliefs and desires is found, I think, among both Aboriginal people and the Québecois today, and underlies many Québecois demands, including those framed in the language of “distinct society” or “sovereignty-association.”

Of course, there are also profound differences between the claims of the Québecois and Aboriginal peoples. The main mechanism for recognizing the Québecois claim to self-government is the system of federalism. Under the federal division of powers, Quebec already has extensive jurisdiction over issues that are crucial to the survival of its culture, including control over education, language and culture, as well as significant powers in the field of immigration. The other nine provinces also have jurisdiction in these matters, but there is no question that the major impetus behind the existing division of powers, and indeed behind the entire federal system, was the need to accommodate the Québécois. At the time of Confederation, many English-Canadian leaders, including Sir John A. MacDonald, were in favour of a unitary state, like England, and agreed to a federal system primarily to accommodate French Canadians. Similarly, while the Charlottetown Accord would have granted further powers to all 10 provinces, the demand for this change came mainly from Quebec. Most English Canadians have no desire for greater decentralization, and indeed this is one reason why the Charlottetown Accord was defeated in the national referendum. One of the basic questions facing Canada, therefore, is whether Canadians can find an acceptable form of “asymmetrical federalism” that grants Quebec powers not given to other provinces.

Aboriginal self-government has been primarily tied to the system of Indian reservations and the devolution of power from the federal government to the band councils which govern each reservation. Aboriginal bands have been acquiring increasing control over health, education, policing, criminal justice and resource development. In the future, it is widely expected that they will become a constitutionally recognized third order of government within the federal system, with a set of powers that is carved out of both federal and provincial jurisdictions, as was proposed in the Charlottetown Accord. However, the administrative difficulties are forbidding. Indian bands differ enormously in the sorts of powers they desire and are capable of exercising. Moreover, they are territorially located within the provinces, and must therefore coordinate their self-government with provincial agencies. Another basic question, therefore, is whether Canadians can find a form of federalism flexible enough to accommodate a third order of government that lacks the symmetry and territorial contiguity of traditional federal units.

Self-government, then, sets limits, perhaps asymmetrically, on the authority of the central government over a province (Quebec), territory (Nunavut), or Aboriginal reservation. Moreover, this is done neither as a temporary measure nor as a remedy for a form of oppression that we might (and ought to) someday eliminate. On the contrary, the right of self-government is often described as “inherent,” and thus permanent (which is one reason why the Québecois and Aboriginal peoples seek to have recognition entrenched at the constitutional level).

I do not have the space to examine fully the idea of self-government, although it seems clear to me that demands for self-government, like demands for group representation, are with us to stay. The question here is the relationship between self-government and guaranteed representation. This is a complicated question, which injects a new dynamic into the more familiar debate over group representation as a remedy for discrimination.

On the one hand, insofar as self-government reduces the jurisdiction of the federal government over Quebec, or over Aboriginal reserves, self-government seems to entail that the group should have reduced influence (at least on certain issues) at the federal level. For instance, if self-government for the Québecois leads to the asymmetrical transfer of powers from Ottawa to Quebec, so that the federal government would be passing laws that would not apply to Quebec, it seems only fair that Quebec MPs not have a vote on such legislation (particularly if they could cast the deciding vote). It would seem unfair for Quebec MPs to decide federal legislation on immigration, for example, if the legislation does not apply to Quebec. The same would be true of Aboriginal MPs elected by specially created Aboriginal districts voting on legislation from which Aboriginal people would be exempt.

According to the Beaudoin-Dobbie report, “guaranteed aboriginal representation in the Canadian Senate will be a logical extension of aboriginal
self-government." However, this is arguably a mistake, insofar as the result of Aboriginal self-government is that some of the legislation passed by the Senate will not apply to Aboriginal communities, whose representatives should therefore have less influence over the determination of that legislation.

On the other hand, the right to self-government in certain areas does seem to entail the right to guaranteed representation on any bodies that can intrude in those areas. Hence it would seem to be a corollary of self-government that Quebec and Aboriginal peoples be guaranteed representation on any body that can interpret or modify their powers of self-government (e.g., the Supreme Court), or that can make decisions in areas of concurrent or conflicting jurisdiction (e.g., the proposed House of the Federation or the annual conference of First Ministers.) To oversimplify, then, self-government entails guaranteed representation on intergovernmental bodies, which negotiate, interpret and modify the division of powers, but entails reduced representation on federal bodies, which legislate in areas of purely federal jurisdiction.

It is a mistake, therefore, to argue (as Beverley Baines has done) that women be guaranteed representation in the House of Commons on the grounds that women have the same rights of self-government as Aboriginal peoples:

Even though various feminist scholars have argued very persuasively that we have our own culture, our own language, and our own legal perspectives, we have never been seriously considered as candidates for self-government, nor even for a distinct society. One has to wonder why our claims are rendered so invisible when those of others are gaining increasing respect and strength.

Even if women were seen as having rights of self-government (which is not the case under the usual understanding of self-government, which applies to "peoples" or "nations"), the claim of self-government implies reduced, not increased, representation in the House of Commons. The right to self-government is a right against the authority of the federal government, not a right to share in the exercise of that authority. It is for this reason that many Indians who claim self-government oppose guaranteed seats in the House. On this view, guaranteed representation in the Commons might give the central government the sense that they rightfully can govern Indian communities.

Of course, Aboriginal people may also claim group representation in the federal legislature on the grounds of systemic disadvantage. Claims of inherent self-government do not preclude claims based on temporary disadvantage. However, it is important to know which claim is being made, since they apply with different force to different governmental bodies, over different time-frames, and to different sub-groups within Aboriginal communities. Since the claims of self-government are seen as inherent and permanent, so too are the guarantees of representation that follow from self-government. This is perhaps why Canadians seem more willing to accept constitutional entrenchment of group representation for Aboriginal people than for women.

Evaluating Group Representation

I have tried to show that the idea of group representation cannot be dismissed. It has important continuities with existing practices of representation in Canada, and while the general idea of mirror representation is untenable, there are two contextual arguments that can justify certain limited forms of group representation under certain circumstances — namely, overcoming systemic disadvantage and securing self-government. These arguments provide grounds for thinking that group representation can play an important, if limited, role within the system of representative democracy in Canada.

However, any proposal for group-based representation must answer a number of difficult questions. In this final section of the paper, I simply want to flag some of these questions, to indicate the sorts of issues that need to be addressed when developing or evaluating any specific proposal for group representation.

Which groups should be represented?
How do we decide which groups, if any, should be entitled to group-based representation? Many critics of group representation take this to be an unanswerable question, or rather respond that any answer to it will be arbitrary and unprincipled. But the arguments above suggest that there are ways of drawing principled distinctions between various groups. Groups have a claim to representation if they meet one of two criteria: (i) their members are subject to systemic disadvantage in the political process; or (ii) their members have a legitimate claim to self-government.

Of these two criteria, self-government is clearly the easier to apply. In Canada, only Aboriginal peoples and the Québécois are seen as having rights of self-government. The criteria of systemic disadvantage are more complicated. Many groups claim to be disadvantaged in some respect, even though they may be privileged in others, and it is not clear how one measures overall levels of disadvantage.
According to Iris Young, "[o]nce we are clear that the principle of group representation refers only to oppressed social groups, then the fear of an unworkable proliferation of group representation should dissipate." However, her list of "oppressed groups" in the United States would seem to include 80 percent of the population. She says that "in the United States today, at least the following groups are oppressed:... women, blacks, Native Americans, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans and other Spanish-speaking Americans, Asian Americans, gay men, lesbians, working-class people, poor people, old people, and mentally and physically disabled people." In short, everyone but relatively well-off, relatively young, able-bodied, heterosexual white males.

Even then, it is hard to see how this criterion would avoid an "unworkable proliferation," since each of these groups has sub-groups that might claim their own rights. In Britain, the category of "black" people obscures deep divisions between the Asian and Afro-Caribbean communities, each of which in turn can be broken down into finer distinctions among a wide variety of ethnic groups. As Anne Phillips notes, given the almost endless capacity for fragmentation: "What in this context then counts as 'adequate' ethnic representation?"

Yet as Young notes, many political parties and trade unions have allowed for special group representation without entering an escalating spiral of increasing (and increasingly divisive) demands. And, as I noted earlier, we already have some experience with the issue of group representation in the context of affirmative action programs. As well, the Supreme Court is engaged in the task of developing criteria for identifying historically disadvantaged groups in its interpretation of section 15(2). The problem of determining whose rights need to be safeguarded is formidable — and certainly none of the proposals for group representation to date have addressed it in a satisfactory way — but it is not unique to issues of political representation, and it may not be avoidable in a country with Canada's political and legal commitment to redressing injustice.

It is important to note that not all historically disadvantaged groups are in favour of the group representation strategy. Many ethnocultural groups prefer to work within existing political parties to make them more inclusive, rather than try to get guaranteed seats in legislation. Indeed, Orest Kruhlak claims that "[n]o representative from any reputable organization in any [ethnic] community of which I am aware has demanded...that his or her group be given seats in the House of Commons, or that the Senate be structured to represent Canada's ethnic diversity." The option of refusing group representation must, of course, be available to each group. The additional visibility that comes with group representation carries risks as well as benefits, and each community should be free to evaluate these considerations in light of its own circumstances.

How many seats should a group have?

If certain groups do need group-based representation, how many seats should they have? There are two common answers to this question that are often conflated. However, they should be kept distinct, since they lead in different directions.

One view is that a group should be represented in proportion to its numbers in the population at large. For example, the NAC proposed that women be guaranteed 50 percent of Senate seats, roughly equivalent to their proportional electoral representation (women formed 50.7 percent of the population in the 1991 census). The second view is that there should be a threshold number of representatives, sufficient to ensure that the group's views and interests are effectively expressed.

The first view follows naturally from a commitment to the general principle of mirror representation. However, as we have seen, most proponents of group representation wish to avoid the principle of mirror representation. Once we drop the idea of mirror representation in general, there seem to be no grounds for demanding exactly proportional representation in preference to a threshold level of representation.

For example, Phillips rejects the underlying premise of mirror representation that one has to be a member of a particular group in order to understand or represent that group's interests. But she goes on to say that "in querying the notion that only the members of particular disadvantaged groups can understand or represent their interests [one] might usefully turn this question round and ask whether such understanding or representation is possible without the presence of any members of the disadvantaged groups?" Phillips's argument is that, without a threshold number of seats, disadvantaged groups will not be able to ensure that their interests are understood, and hence represented, by others.

Applying this criterion of a threshold number of seats may lead to quite different results from those obtained under the criterion of proportional electoral representation. In the case of women, the threshold number of seats necessary to present effectively women's views is arguably less than the number that would be set by proportional electoral representation. The president of the NAC defended the guarantee of 50 percent of Senate seats for women on the grounds that this would ensure women a "place at the table" — i.e., she demanded proportional representation, but defended it in terms
of the need for threshold representation. However, why does having a place at the table require having 50 percent of the places at the table?

In other cases, however, the threshold number of seats necessary for effective representation may be greater than the proportional number of seats. Evidence suggests that if there are only one or two members from a marginalized or disadvantaged group in a legislative assembly or on a committee, they are likely to be excluded, and their voices ignored. Yet proportional representation for some disadvantaged groups, such as Aboriginal people or visible minorities, will only amount to such token representation. The number of seats necessary for effective presentation of their views, therefore, may exceed the number of seats required under proportional electoral representation. Given these possible divergences between the two goals of threshold and mirror representation, proponents of group representation must decide which is truly important.

How are group representatives held accountable?

What mechanisms of accountability can be put in place to ensure that the MPs or Senators who hold reserved seats in fact serve the interests of the groups they are supposed to represent? How do we ensure that "representatives" are in fact accountable to the group?

Here again we need to distinguish between two very different answers. Recent proposals for guaranteed Aboriginal representation, based on the Maori model in New Zealand, involve instituting a separate electoral list for Aboriginal people, so that some MPs or Senators are elected solely by Aboriginal voters. This model of group representation does not try to specify the characteristics of the candidate — indeed, it would be possible, however unlikely, that Aboriginal voters would elect a white MP. What matters, on this model, is not who is elected, but how they are elected — i.e., they are elected by, and hence accountable to, Aboriginal people.

In most proposals for group representation, however, there are no separate electoral lists. Most proposals focus entirely on the characteristics of the candidates, rather than on the characteristics of the electorate. For example, the NAC proposal required that 50 percent of Senators be women, but that they be chosen by the general electorate, which contains as many men as women. And while the NAC proposal would guarantee a proportional number of seats for visible minorities, these Senators would also be chosen by the general electorate, which is predominantly white.

Therefore, this model of group representation means having MPs or Senators who belong to one's group, even though they are not elected by one's group. But it is unclear in what sense this is a form of representation: there are no mechanisms in this model for establishing what each group wants, or for ensuring that the "representatives" of the group act on the basis of what the group wants. The representative is not accountable to the group, and so may simply ignore its views. Indeed, given that the group's "representatives" are chosen by the general electorate, it might be unwise of them to act in ways that upset members of the dominant groups. As Phillips puts it: "Accountability is always the other side of representation, and, in the absence of procedures for establishing what any group wants or thinks, we cannot usefully talk of their political representation." In the absence of accountability, it might be more appropriate to talk of group consultation than of group representation.

This suggests that there is an asymmetry between the problem of exclusion and the solution of inclusion. In other words, it may be reasonable to conclude that a group that falls far short of its proportional electoral representation is therefore "underrepresented," particularly if the group has been subject, historically, to discrimination or disadvantage. But it does not follow that reversing this exclusion through guaranteed seats ensures that the group's interests or needs or perspectives are then "represented." The idea that the presence of women Senators would by itself ensure the representation of women's interests, even in the absence of any electoral accountability, only makes sense if one thought that there was "some fundamental unity between women, some essential set of experiences and interests that can be represented by any of the sex." But this is implausible and indeed "unacceptable to any independent-minded citizen."

So here again we have conflicting models, based on conflicting ideals. The Aboriginal model guarantees that some representatives are solely accountable to Aboriginal voters, although it does not guarantee that the representatives are themselves Aboriginal — i.e., it does not guarantee that the representative "mirrors" the electorate. The NAC model guarantees that representatives mirror important groups in the electorate, but it does not guarantee that the representatives are accountable to the group they mirror. Of course, many proponents of guaranteed representation for women firmly believe in the need for accountability and would like to find some way of making sure that women representatives are accountable to women. But, to date, the ideals of mirror representation and democratic accountability have not yet been adequately integrated.

One final question about group representation needs to be mentioned. Many critics of group representation believe that institutionalizing group differences, and ascribing political salience to them, would have serious
implications for Canadian unity. They believe it will encourage a “politics of grievance,” or a “mosaic madness,” and inhibit the development of a shared sense of citizenship and national purpose. Critics have stated that group representation will be a source of disunity which could lead to the dissolution of the country, or, less drastically, to a reduced willingness to make the mutual sacrifices and accommodations necessary for a functioning democracy.

This issue can be phrased in terms of competing ideals of citizenship. Group representation is one example of what Iris Young calls "differentiated citizenship." Under a scheme of differentiated citizenship, members of certain groups would be incorporated into the political community, not only as individuals, but also through the group, and their rights would depend, in part, on their group membership.

Many liberals regard the idea of group-differentiated citizenship not only as divisive, but as a contradiction in terms. For them, citizenship is, by definition, a matter of treating people as individuals with equal rights under the law. This is what distinguishes democratic citizenship from feudal and other pre-modern views that determined people's political status by their religious, ethnic or class membership. Hence “the organization of society on the basis of rights or claims that derive from group membership is sharply opposed to the concept of society based on citizenship.”

The idea that differentiated citizenship is a contradiction in terms seems overstated. As Bhikhu Parekh notes, virtually every modern democracy recognizes some form of differentiated citizenship. Citizenship today “is a much more differentiated and far less homogeneous concept than has been presupposed by political theorists.”

However, liberal critics of differentiated citizenship worry that if groups are encouraged by the very terms of citizenship to turn inward and focus on their “difference” (whether racial, ethnic, religious, sexual etc), then as Nathan Glazer put it in the American context, “the hope of a larger fraternity of all Americans will have to be abandoned.” Citizenship cannot perform its vital integrative function if it is group-differentiated — it ceases to be “a device to cultivate a sense of community and a common sense of purpose.” Nothing will bind the various groups in society together and prevent the spread of mutual mistrust or conflict.

This fear is reflected in the report of the Spicer Commission. In describing the results of its public consultations, the report concluded that:

“Truly the most arresting thing of all, emerging from what participants told us, is this: a tension between their search for unity and the claims of various groups and collectivities is perceived as posing great threats to their sense of being a country.”

This is a serious concern. In evaluating it, however, we need to keep in mind the distinction between the two grounds for special representation — systemic disadvantage and self-government. Generally speaking, the demand for representation by disadvantaged groups is a demand for inclusion. Groups that feel excluded want to be included in the larger society, and the explicit recognition and accommodation of their group identity and interests is intended to facilitate this. As we have seen, this sort of special representation can be viewed as an extension of the long-standing practice of defining geographic constituencies in such a way as to ensure representation of “communities of interest.” This is not seen as a threat to national unity — on the contrary, it is rightly seen as promoting civic participation and political legitimacy. Why then should guaranteed representation for non-territorial communities of interest be seen as a threat to unity, rather than as evidence of a desire for integration?

Claims based on self-government, by contrast, do raise deep problems for the integrative function of citizenship. Whereas demands for representation by disadvantaged groups take the larger political community for granted, and seek greater inclusion within it, demands for self-government reflect a desire to weaken the bonds with the larger community, and indeed question that larger community’s very nature, authority and permanence. If democracy is the rule of the people, self-government raises the question of who “the people” really are. Aboriginal peoples and the Québécois claim that they are distinct peoples, with inherent rights of self-determination that were not relinquished by their (initially involuntary) federation into a larger country. They may view their own political community as primary, and the value and authority of the larger federation as derivative.

Self-government rights, therefore, divide the people into separate “peoples,” each with its own historic rights, territories and powers of self-government. As recent events in Canada have shown, attempts to accommodate the demand for self-government have endangered national unity. Of course, the historical record in Canada also shows that attempts to suppress the demand for Aboriginal or Québécois self-government have been equally dangerous.

Indeed, as I noted earlier, I think we have no choice but to try to accommodate these demands. It is no longer possible (if it ever was) to eliminate the sense of distinct identity which underlies these demands. Federal and provincial governments in Canada have, at times, used all the tools at their disposal, from bans on tribal customs to residential schools for children, to destroy the
sense of separate identity among Aboriginal people. Yet, despite centuries of legal discrimination, social prejudice or plain indifference, Aboriginal peoples have maintained their sense of being distinct. Similarly, Lord Durham's proposal to assimilate the French-Canadians proved futile. Since claims to self-government are here to stay, we have no choice but to try to accommodate them, and to find a form of social unity that is consistent with them.

But while claims of self-government raise deep problems for the integrative function of citizenship, it seems to me that the particular aspect of self-government we are considering here—guaranteed representation at the federal or intergovernmental level—clearly serves a unifying function. The existence of such group representation helps reduce the threat of self-government, by reconnecting the self-governing community to the larger federation. It is a form of connection which remains, and which can be drawn upon, when other connections are being weakened. This is true, I think, of Quebec's representation on the Supreme Court, and of proposals for Aboriginal representation in the Senate.

Conclusion

Any proposal for group representation must answer a number of difficult questions relating to the identification of truly disadvantaged groups and the need for mechanisms to make their "representatives" accountable. While the debate in Canada has barely begun to address these questions, they need to be examined seriously: demands for group representation will not go away. In defending their proposals, proponents of group representation appeal to some of the most basic practices and principles of Canadian representative democracy. Some forms of group representation may be able to play an important if limited role within the Canadian political system.

Of course, issues of representation cannot be reduced to the composition of the legislature. Representation in the House of Commons or Senate needs to be situated within the context of other mechanisms for representing the views or interests of a group, such as legal challenges to unfavourable legislation in the courts and interest group advocacy. Any assessment of the need for group representation must take these alternative routes to representation into account.

But many of the difficulties that affect women, visible minorities and other disadvantaged groups in the electoral process also affect their access to these alternative mechanisms of representation. Moreover, Parliament has a special symbolic role in representing the citizens of the country. Citizens who do not see themselves reflected in Parliament may become alienated from the political process and question its legitimacy. If not the only route to representation, legislative representation is a uniquely important one, and the desire to be represented adequately in elected institutions must be taken seriously.
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